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Apropos of the brain drain from the developing countries, Bhagwati

(1972) has proposed that an income tax ( supp 1emen tary to the immigration-

country income tax) be levied on those who emigrate and that the revenue so

collected be transmitted to the developing country, or developing countries

1
en bloc , for developmental spending.

The welfare implications of such a tax were analyzed in an earlier pa-

per of ours (1974) , in the context of a model of the country of emigration,

characterized by sticky wages and Harris-Todaro (1971) type of unemployment.

In subsequent papers , the tax has been analyzed also in the context of modi-

fied models, still incorporating the unemployment phenomena, by Rodriguez

2
(1975) and McCulloch-Yellen (1975). Essentially, these models analyze the

impact of the income tax on emigrants' incomes as arising primarily through

the reduced differential between foreign (net-of-tax) and domestic salaries

for the emigrant class of labour: this reduction in differential, in turn,

reduces the expected and possibly the actual salaries in the home countries

and thus generates consequences for education, unemployment, income and in-

come distribution (among the educated, uneducated, employed and unemployed).

The present paper takes an altogether different theoretical approach

to the analysis of the income tax on emigrants. We employ rather the frame-

This tax proposal has been explored from the viewpoint of its economic
rationale, its revenue implications, and its legal (constitutional, tax and
human rights) implications in Bhagwati and Partington (1976). The present
paper can be seen as developing a yet further rationale for such a tax (in
the version where the tax proceeds accrue to the country of emigration)

.

2
For a review of these and other brain drain models in recent theoretical

writings, see Bhagwati and Rodriguez (1976).



work of income taxation developed by Atkinson (1973) in his wellknown paper on

the optimal linear income tax. There, the choice for individuals is the

length of education, which affects their productivities after graduation so

that education increases the earnings of individuals while simultaneously

postponing the realization of these earnings. Atkinson studies, in the con-

text of this model, the conflict between efficiency and equity: the income tax

would redistribute income t»ut also distort the educational choice and hence

3
reduce efficiency.

In a subsequent contribution, Hamada (1974) demonstrated that if an ad-

ditional policy instrument, i.e. an educational subsidy, is introduced, the

conflict between equity and efficiency in the Atkinson model can be virtually

resolved.

In the present paper, we modify this model to allow emigration and the

earning of incomes abroad. The choice for the individual is again the length

of education which now affects also, via his earnings, the decision to mi-

grate.

Section I sets out the basic model and the policy instruments considered:

the (Atkinson) linear income tax on domestic earnings, the (Hamada) educational

subsidy, the (Bhagwati) linear income tax on foreign earnings, and a lump-sum

tax at the time of emigration.

Section II, using the simplification that there is only domestic edu-

cation, then demonstrates that the use of the (Bhagwati) income tax on foreign

earnings, in conjunction with the (Hamada) Educational subsidy and the (Atkinson)

3
Note that lump-sum taxation to redistribute income is not being permitted;
if it were, the conflict between efficiency and equity would naturally dis-
appear! The conflict between efficiency and equity in the presence of factor
mobility has also been discussed by Cooper (1973, page 54).



3.

income tax on domestic earnings, enables again the virtual resolution of the

conflict between efficiency and equity. Section III then analyzes the pre-

cise manner in which the absence of the income tax on foreign earnings would

entail a sub-optional situation for the country. Section TV then extends the

analysis briefly to the case where education can be acquired abroad as well:

a case that is certainly important in practice. We will not however explicitly

consider the case where the education is foreign but the income is earned do-

mestically ( i.e . the case of the return of the foreign-trained native) or the

case of to-and-fro migration (discussed in Bhagwati (1976) )where the income

is earned both at home and abroad sequentially over the lifetime of the person.

I: The Basic Framework

Following the models of optimal income taxation, we shall assume that

differences exist in the innate ability of the individuals of the home country.

Let n be the index of innate abilitv and S be the length of education that an

individual undertakes. The innate ability in the initial population is distri-

buted by the density function p(n) , which is normalized such that:

J p(n)dn = 1

where n indicates the upper bound of the index of innate ability. Let the do-

mestic earning of an individual be a function of his ability and his length of

A
The availability of the tax revenue for the country of emigration is thus

absolutely critical in this analysis whereas the role of the tax on foreign
earnings in the Bhagwati-Hamada (1973) , Rodriguez (1975) and McCulloch-Yellen
(1975) analyses was merely to reduce net earnings abroad and the question of
where the tax revenue was disbursed was ignored in the analysis.

On this empirical fact, see Reubens in Bhagwati (1976).



education such that f(n, S) indicates the resulting earnings. Let f*(n, S)

be the foreign earnings of an individual who has received education at home.

Similarly, let g*(n, S*) he the foreign earnings of an individual who has

received education in the country of immigration. Naturally, all the earning

functions are increasing functions of n and S, while the marginal producti-

vity of S is decreasing, so that:

f , f* , g* > ,

n ' n '
6n '

f f* b* >r
S ' S '

gS* '

and

f f* e* <
SS ' SS *

gS*S* '

with subscripts denoting the partial derivatives with respect to the subscrip-

ted variables. We will further assume, for simplicity, that the length of

working period after education is identical at home and abroad, and designated

as R.

The ratio of emigrants in the population is assumed to depend on the dif-

ference between the discounted income stream at home and that in the

6a
country of immigration. Let m(T) be this ratio of emigrants in the population

and r be the difference between the foreign (accumulated) income net of trans-

George Psacharopoulos has pointed out to us that, while it is plausible to

write earnings as a function of innate ability, the econometric attempts at

isolating this relationship have not been particularly successful so far.

6a
In order that the individual maximization over time coincide with the so-

cially optimal choice, we need to use the right discount rate. As discussed
in Hamada (1973), the right discount rate should be the biological rate of
interest, i.e. the growth rate of the population (plus the positive rate of
labour-augmenting technical progress) . We shall therefore assume that the
government of the home country keeps the rate of interest equal to the bio-
logical rate of interest.



portation and adjustment costs and the domestic (accumulated) income. We

will assume that:

and

m(T) = if r =

m(r) - , m'(r) > if T >

It is also natural to require that:

and

1 = m'(D =

Lim. m(D = 1

Finally, while it makes no difference to the analysis of the optimal

policy mix in Sections II and IV, we will consider in Section III (where sub-

optimal situations are discussed) that the opportunity to emigrate and earn

foreign incomes is open only to those whose innate ability enables them to

earn more than the average income. This assumption enables us to approximate

the empirical reality where the highly skilled, professional manpower have

far more easy access than the unskilled to the developed countries of immi-

gration.

Having stated the essential characteristics of the analytical framework

to be deployed in this paper, we now list and describe the policy instruments

which will be considered in the analysis.

As a special case, we will consider: m(T) =1 if T >

= if T k f)



(1) Linear Income Tax on Domestic Income : Following Atkinson, we write

the after-tax income in the form [a + Bf] where a>0, 1 > 6 £ and

(1 - 3) is the marginal rate of taxation and a constitutes the uniform lun^-

sum payment to each individual.

(2) Subsidy to Education ; Following Hamada, we assume that the subsidy

9
(G) is directly given to individuals enrolled in the educational process.

(3) Linear Income Tax on Foreign Income : Following Bhagwati, we consider

also a linear income tax on emigrants so that their after-tax income can be

written in the form [a* + 3*f*] where the starred subscripts refer to emigrants,

9a
In principle, a and B need not equal a* and B* respectively.

(4) Lump-sum Emigration Tax at Time of Departure of Emigrants : In the

analysis below, a lump-sum tax will be considered at times as a supplement to

the tax on foreign incomes and will be denoted by T.

Next, we must choose our welfare criterion. First, we will adopt the so-

called "nationalistic" criterion and evaluate the impact of our policies on the

average income, the average utility or the minimum income of those left behind

by the emigrants. On the other hand, we will also consider the average income,

average utility and minimum income of the "augmented" set including the emigrants:

a viewpoint that may be described as
"partially internationalist" and which, in

any event, seems to be more consistent with the view that skilled emigrants (who

constitute the brain drain) today retain their affiliation to the country of

g
Since f is non-negative, a can at the same time be interpreted as the mini-

mum income in the home country and hence would constitute the welfare objec-
tive according to the Pawls (1971) criterion, discussed below.

9
As shown bv Hamada (1974), this subsidy enables the achievement of the
coexistence of Pareto efficiency with "almost" perfect equality.

9a
The linearity of the income tax on foreign income is a restriction that is

used here but is not a necessary feature of Bhagwati 's tax proposal.
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emigration.

II. Optimal Policy Mix With Domestic Education

We now analyze the optimal policy mix in our model, so that the linear

income tax on foreign incomes and the educational subsidy are both available

as policy instruments. We will assume, here and in the next section, that edu-

cation is available or undertaken only at home. The two basic decisions faced

by the individual then are (i) the choice of the optimal length of education

and (ii) the choice of earning domestic or foreign income.

(i) Choice of the Length of Education ; First, consider the choice of the

length of education. Concentrating on domestic earnings, an individual will be

maximizing his lifetime income I, with respect to S. Now,

i
d

« ^*(. + WM)).fdt + G
ô
> ft

- A(R){a + 8f}e~
iS

+ G^ e
_it dt

(1)

- 1 - e
_iR

where A(R) =
, i is the rate of discount, and G is the educational

subsidy. Maximizing I, with respect to S, we then obtain the first-order condi-
d

tion:

A{-i (a + Bf) + Bfg) + G - (2)

This viewpoint has been argued in Section I of Bhagwati and Rodriguez (1975)
and in fact would appear to make also the brain drain tax, on emigrants* in-
comes in the country of immigration, a socially and politically more accept-
able proposal. Cf_. also Chapters 1 and 8 in Bhagwati and Partington (1976).
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The second-order condition is satisfied with the assumption that f < 0.

The socially efficient choice of S however is given hy:

A(-if + f } = (3)

Thus, in order to make the individual choice of S consistent with the socially

efficient choice, we should have a tax-subsidy scheme such that:

- Aia = ot(l - e"
iR

) (4)

As explored by Hamada (1974), an economy without brain drain will then "almost"

attain the first-best solution, with efficient educational length and equality,

by reducing /3 close to zero while keeping (4) intact.

On the other hand, if emigration to earn foreign incomes is introduced,

a potential emigrant will maximize the following if he chooses to go abroad

after the end of education:

1 = fl
+R

(a* + B*f*(n,S)) e
-it

dt - Ce"
iS

+ gJ* e
-it

dt (5)

where I is the life-time income with foreign earnings and C is the once-and-
e

for-all cost of emigration. This gives the first-order condition:

A{-i (a* + B*f*) + B*f* > + iC + G - (6)

On the other hand, the socially optimal chioce of S is now given by:

A{-i f* + f* } + iC = (7)

To reconcile the individual and socially efficient choice of S, we then obtain

the following necessary condition, by multiplying (7) by 8* and subtracting it

from (6)

:

G = a*(l - e"
iR

) - (1 - $*)iC (8)
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In order that our tax-subsidy scheme achieve the efficient choice of

the length of education for both emigrants as well as non-emigrants, (A) and

(8) should be simultaneously satisfied. Therefore, we must have:

a(l - e"
iR

) = o*(l - e"
iR

) - (1 - 8*)iC

or

a* = a + 2^_- (1 - 8*)C = a + -*± ELJ_ c (9 )

1 - e"
1

A(R)

If the adjustment cost C is zero, therefore, the same intercept must be chosen

both for the domestic linear income tax and for the linear income tax on

foreign income.

(ii) Decision to Migrate : There remains now the problem of the choice

between staying at home and going abroad. One has to choose the tax scheme

therefore in such a way as not to disturb the proper choice in this regard.

In fact, we shall prove that the linear income tax on foreign income, combined

with educational subsidy and the domestic income tax satisfies this requirement

provided that 8* is set equal to 8.

The total condition for the socially efficient choice for deciding to

emigrate is:

S+R ,. -it.„ „ -iS
I = f*e dt - Ce - _/s+R

fe
-it

dt > (10)

where both S and § are chosen to satisfy the marginal condition for securing

the efficiency of the length of education.

On the other hand, individuals receiving educational subsidy G and facing

the domestic tax schedule (a + 8f) and the foreign tax schedule (a* + 8*f*)

which satisfy (9), will emigrate or not, depending on their evaluation of the
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following:

J|
+R

(a* + 0*f*)e-
lt

dt - Ce"
1§

+ G
ft e"^

J}* (a + BOe^dt + gJI e-^dt

which, in view of (9), equals:

a
fS+R -It.. fS+R -it,,
Js e dt -Js e dt

+ jl
+R a _ B*)

ce
_
itdt _ (i _ 6a) ce

.i§

-

+ G fs -it,, rs -it,,
j Q

e dt-j
Q

e dt
J

+ 8* T/|+R f*e"
lt

dt - Ce"
i§

- 3/|
+R

fe-
lt:

dt

It is easy to see that the second bracket vanishes. Moreover, if we substitute

—iR
here G = a(l -e ) , it can be seen that:

a
Ts+r -it,, r

J §
e dt - J

S+R -it
e dt + G fS -it,, /"S -it,,

7o e dt ~Jo e dt =

Therefore the criterion for the individual decision on emigration reduces to:

B* /!'" -.;S+R -it,,
s

fe dt (11)

Therefore, if and only if 6* is set equal to S, permitting the fulfillment of

(10) and (11) simultaneously, will the criterion for the optimal decision for

emigration be satisfied.

The combination of the three policies—the Atkinson tax on domestic income,

the Hamada educational subsidy and the Bhagwati tax on foreign income—at ap-

propriate values will then enable efficient choices to be made regarding the
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length of education and the decision to migrate. At the same time, as in

Hamada's (1974) analysis of the economy without the brain drain, the setting

of 6 (= 8*) virtually equal to zero would also reconcile efficiency with al-

most perfect equality. As before, 8 (= 8*) cannot be set equal to zero, or

everything would collapse; but it can be made virtually equal to zero, imply-

ing that the marginal rate of taxation is virtually close to unity and that

"as if" equality of incomes has been reached among all members (including the

emigrants) of the population of the country of emigration.

Recalling then that while 8 = 6* , we have a = a* only if migration

cost is ignored, for socially efficient choices, we would then have to give

emigrants a lump-sum subsidy at the point of departure, equal to( r j C

—see (9)— if the migration cost (C) is not negligible. Thus, ve can state

the following:

Proposition I :

By a combination of linear income taxation of domestic and foreign incomes ,

and educational subsidy, the home country can achieve Pareto efficiency and "al-

most" total equality. The marginal rate of taxation for the two income taxes

should be identical, while the intercept for the foreign taxation should be dif-

ferent from that for domestic income taxation by virtue of the migration cost .

It is interesting that, in this optimal policy mix, it does not matter

whether the x^elfare criterion relates to per-capita income, average utility or

Rawlsian minimum income. For, once 6 (or 8*) is taken close enough to zero

in order to attain the efficient solution with "almost" total equity, the in-

come of everybody, at home and abroad, will be virtually equalized. Therefore

the maximization of per-capita income implies at the same time the utilitarian

and the Rawlsian solution. Identically, the distinction between the welfare
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of those remaining behind and the welfare of these plus the emigrants will

also cease to be significant.

Fixed Life-Span Prior to Retirement :

We now consider briefly a slightly modified version of the model where

we assume a fixed total lifespan before retirement, which we denote by R.

Then the optimal tax-subsidy scheme in the case without emigration turns out

simply, as shown by Hamada (1974), to be:

c = a

With emigration possible, however, emigrants are maximizing the following with

respect to S:

/| (a* + $*f*)e
_lt

dt - Ce"
iS

+ G
J* e

_it
dt

The first-order condition for the choice of their length of education is

therefore:

-(a* + 6*f*)e"
iS

+ 6*f
g Jg e

_it
dt + iCe"

iS
+ Ge"

lS
= (12)

On the other hand, the socially optimal length of education requires that:

-f*e"
iS

+ f*
J | e

_it
dt + iCe"

iS
= (13)

Suppose now that G is set equal to a, in order to guarantee the socially optimal

choice for the length of education for the non-emigrants. Then in order that

(13) gives an identical value of § to that derived bv (12) , we must have:

G m a* - (1 - £*)iC

or

a* - a + (1 - 6*)iC (14)

Thus, if the migration cost is negligible, we again must equate a to a*.
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However, it can be shown that the total condition for the other decision,

i.e. whether or not to emigrate, is no longer satisfied by choosing 3* equal

to 8 . Emigrants will now evaluate the following expression:

r = /g(a + B*f*)e
-it

dt - Ce"
i§

+
gJ"|J

e
_it

dt

(a + 6f)e"
it:

dt + gJ
S

q
e
_it

dt

Considering G = a and (13), we obtain the relationship:

-it
I

a.e"
U

dt eft e"
1

J

''J

dt " /§ (1 " B*)iCe it(lt

g ae
_it

dt + Jo e dt

Therefore, we derive:

r = 6*
/R -4 -it... _ -iS

J s
f*e dt " Ce !

/i
/'g fe

_it
dt - (1 - B*)Ce

iR

The criterion T does not therefore coincide with the socially optimal cri-

terion

[Rf. -it ... _ -iS

J S
f*e dt " Ce - Jl fe"

ifc
dt ,

-iR
even with 8* = 3 , by the amount of -(1 - B*)Ce

" v
. One possible way of

resolving this difficulty is to give a lump-sum subsidy of

(1 - B*)Ce"
iR

• e"
iS

= (1 - B*)Ce"
i(R " S)

at the time of the departure to emigrants.

Ill: Welfare Analysis in the Absence of the

Tax on Foreign Incomes

To gain further insight into the optimality properties of the tax on
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foreign Incomes, it is necessary now to investigate the effects of the ina-

bility to tax foreign incomes in our model. Here, we have to choose between

assuming that only the linear income tax on domestic incomes operates and as-

suming instead that the educational subsidy is also being utilised. The fol-

lowing analysis is predicated on the latter assumption, so that we will assume

that the home country is using two policy instruments: the (Atkinson) income

tax on domestic earnings and the (Hamada) educational subsidy, but that the

(Bhagwati) tax on foreign earnings is not available as a policy instrument. We

will further conduct the analysis on the assumption that the educational sub-

sidy is being used at the level required to render the choice of the length of

education socially optimal. (Needless to say, the analysis can be appropri-

ately modified if the reader should wish to consider other assumptions, e.g.

that only the linear income tax on domestic incomes is being used.)

Note first that the use of the educational subsidy, to neutralise the

distorting effect of the domestic income tax on the length of education under-

taken by non-emigrants , leads to two other types of distortion: distorted

choice of length of education by emigrants , and distortion in the decision to

migrate. This is seen as follows.

The choice of the length of education by migrants, if it is to be socially

efficient, must satisfy the marginal condition:

A {-if* + f } + iC = (7)

Rut in the presence of the educational subsidy G that optimizes the choice of

length of education for non-emigrants, the actual decision to migrate will be

made 30 as to satisfy the condition:

A {-if* + f * } + iC + G =0 (15)
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By comparing (15) and (7) , we can see therefore that the presence of educa-

tional suhsidy without the tax on foreign Incomes will prolong the period of

education for emigrants beyond the socially optimal level.

This distortion is, of course, curable provided that emigrants are taxed

so as to offset fully the accumulated subsidy at the time of departure. That

is, if a lump-sum tax equalling

II
Ge

-it
dt

is imposed at the time of departure, the optimal choice of education for emi-

grants will be adjusted to the socially optimal level.

Next, consider the other decision: whether or not to emigrate. The

socially optimal decision to migrate or not should be made according as

Jl
S+R .. -it. t _ -iS

f*e dt - Ce -J
S+R . -it...

s
fe dt (10)

is positive or negative, S and S being chosen optimally here. However, the

actual decision will be made by the criterion

J
S+R ,. -it .„= f*e dt Ce

-iS

Jl
+R

(a + 3f)e-
l£

dt + Jl Ge^dt (16)

(where it is assumed that a compensation scheme is adopted to neutralize the

effect of the educational subsidy on S.)

Thus even though we assume that the distorting effect on the choice of

the length of education by non-migrants and migrants is suitably removed, the

absence of the tax on foreign incomes will lead to a divergence between the

socially optimal and the individual decision on migration. In fact, the com-
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parison of (10) add (16) shows that, if the em "on Is available only to

those with higher-than-average domestic incomes (at>. assumption listed earlier

as an empirically relevant phenomenon), the Incentive to migrate will be

stronger than is socially optimal since the a ion on the possibility of

emigration will make the value of the second bx t in (16) smaller than the

value of the second term on the R.H.S. of (10] ng as 8 < 1.

In the analysis in the rest of this Section, therefore, we will operate

with the assumption that the use of the educational subsidy plus the levying

of the lump-sum tax at the point of departure on .emigrants will have removed

the distorting effect, of the absence of the tax oi foreign incomes, on the

choice of the length of education by migrants and non-migrants. However, as

seen above, the situation with regard to the decision to migrate will remain

suboptimal and therefore we must now proceed to analyse this suboptimal situa-

tion in grater depth below. From a welfare viewpoint, we will compare this

situation with the optimal situation where the tai: on foreign incomes is avail-

able and is_ being utilised along with the other policy instruments, as discus-

sed in the preceding Section, so as to secure iency and "almost" perfect

equity. Furthermore, we will choose two successive criteria for comparison:

the average per-capita incomes in the two situations, and the Rawlsian minimum

11
incomes in the two situations.

(1) The Per-Capita Income Criterion :

Take first the simpler case where we der the per-capita incomes of

all individuals, including the emigrants . We can see immediately that the dis-

The utilitarian criterion creates analytical eomnlexities and is therefore
omitted from the paper. We suspect that the solution with it lies in the middle
of those for the per-capita and minimum incomes criteria.
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tortion on the decision to emigrate (discussed above, as stemming from the

lack of identity of (10) and (16)) implies loss of income and hence a decline

in the per-capita income in the suboptimal situation resulting from the ab-

12
sence of the tax on foreign incomes.

Consider next the "nationalistic" criterion: i.e. the comparison be-

tween the two situations of the per-capita income of those who remain behind

in the home country. The per-capita income of those remaining behind in the

13
situation without the tax on foreign incomes can be written as:

SHI - m(D)dP(n)
f(l - m(D)dP(n)

Taking next the "first-best" situation and writing per-capita income

therein as 'y'» we see immediately that:

y = /f(l - m(D)dP +J"f*m(r)dP = /fdP =
"/(I I m(

(

r))dP
(17)

where the inequality will hold because of our assumption that only those who

earn more than average income can emigrate. Furthermore, in this "first-

best" situation, recall that everyone in the home country gets virtually

equal income (with 8 virtually close to zero) . Hence it follows from (17)

12
Even from the totally cosmopolitan view, i.e. from the Paretian criterion for

the world as a whole, this leaves room for a distorting effect caused by the

emigration possibility and domestic income taxation. However, a full treatment
of this problem would require explicit consideration of income taxation by the
foreign government. It is quite likely that a game like situation would emerge.

Cf. Hamada (1966) on the double taxation problem of capital movements.

13
For a given value of T , the value of the expression will remain unchanged.
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that the per-capita income of those remaining behind will be definitely smal-

ler in the situation without, than in the situation with, the tax on foreign

earnings.

(2) The Rawls Criterion :

We turn next to the Rawls criterion which concentrates on the income of

the least advantaged. Since, under our assumptions, the least income is al-

ways obtained by those who remain at home, we do not need to distinguish any

more between the case where the emigrants are excluded from the welfare ana-

lysis and the case where they are not. Furthermore, in the "first-best"

situation with the optimal policy mix in force, all incomes will be virtually

equalized at a ; and in the case without the tax on foreign incomes again we

can take a as the least, minimum income that will be available to each indi-

vidual in the economy. Hence, our problem reduces in this subsection to com-

paring the values of a that can be attained in the two situations that are to

be contrasted for their welfare implications for the least advantaged.

Recalling that, in the suboptimal situation, the lengths of education of

both emigrants and non-emigrants are adjusted to the socially optimal level via

use of educational subsidy and the lump-sum tax at the time of departure of emi-

grants, the budget constraint of the government with the biological rate of in-

terest i can be written as:

a
_/s

+R
e
"
ltdt A 1 " m ( r>)dP + G/o

e_itdt + / (1 " m < r>)dP

- (1 - B)/s
+R e_itdt

/f ' (1 " »<r))dP (18)

Since G is adjusted to neutralize the effect on S, we have:

G - Aid = a(l - e ) (4)
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Substituting (4) into (18), and dividing both sides by A(R)e , we then obtain:

aj*(l - m(D)dP = (1-6) /f(l - m(D)dP ,

or

a = (1-3) Jf(l - m(D)dP //(l " m(D)dP (19)

for the sub-optimal situation without the tax on foreign incomes.

By analogous reasoning for the "first-best" case with use of the tax on

foreign incomes, and therefore with 6 = 8* , we get:

a = (1-6) f/f(l - m(D)dP + J"f*m(DdPj (20)

where m(D takes the optimal value. Note that the total income received by

the individuals originating from the home country is constant irrespective of

the value of 6 , so that the expression in the brace in equation (19) is con-

stant. Therefore we can draw the relationship between the value of 8 and a

14
as the solid line in Figure 1.

Now, recall that the average income in the absence of the tax on foreign

incomes is less that that in the "first-best" situation, i.e.

/f (1 - m)dp/f(l - m)dP < /f (l-m)dP + J"f*mdP (21)

And, while m is itself a function of 8 , (21) holds for any combination of

a and 8 . Hence, it follows that the relationship between a and 6 in

the suboptimal situation without the tax on foreign incomes is dominated by

the relationship in the "first-best" situation with the tax, as illustrated in

14
Of course, we cannot attain the best solution where 6 = ; we can only

approximate the value by making 6 approach zero.
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Figure 1 by the dotted curve for the suboptimal situation which lies below

the solid line for the "first-best" situation. Hence, on the Rawls criterion,

as well, it follows that the situation without the tax on foreign incomes is

inferior to the situation with the tax.

The next, interesting question is whether this dotted curve, characteri-

ze

zing the suboptimal situation, will take a maximum value at some 3 such that

3 > e > . Now, in general, m(D is a function of a and 8 and we cannot

say a priori whether the dotted curve will have a maximum value in the interior

of < 3 < 1. Thus, define

f(a,B) /f(l - m)dP/J"(l - m)dP

Then:

i.e.

da
d8

_*(a , B) + a -B)(H§ +
!£)

|| = -Wa,8) + (1 - B)|J

It can then be shown that:

C
1 - O " «&}

15 » °- H > "

since m'(D > , -r— < , jjjr < and we have assumed that the emigrants

have more-than-average earnings. Hence, if the effect of -^ is strong, we

cannot preclude the case where the optimal value of 6 is positive and, for

some positive £ (as in the broken curve in Figure 1), we have:

$ > £



FIGURE
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An Example :

In fact, we can construct an example where 6 will have a positive

value. Assume that the earning functions take the following form:

f(n, S) - nS

f*(n, S) = AnS

Then it can be easily calculated that

b
i

S
i

are the socially optimal lengths of education. Assume next that innate ability

is distributed by the discrete distribution taking onlv two values:

T(n
l> = lt

n
l * n

2

T(n
2
) - ^

Also assume that the cost of transportation and adjustment is negligible and

that all individuals migrate if their accumulated income abroad exceeds their

accumulated income at home:

C = 0,

m(D = if r = 0,

m(r) = 1 if r > 0.

The accumulated income of the non-migrants is:

I
d

= Jl Ge
_lt

dt +Jl
+R

(a + 6nS)e
_lt

dt

—iR
where G = a(l - e )

,
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which reduces to:

Id
= A( a+ 3nSe"

iS
) (22)

On the other hand, the accumulated income abroad can be written as:

I = AXnSe"
1S

Therefore:

h~h
= A {(X - B)nSe

1S
- a]

= A {(A - B)^-a]

n
2

Therefore, if a < (X - B) 7— , then all individuals with n„ will go abroad.

Accordinglv, the budget constraint of the government is written as:

"l
a - (1 - 3)-j> (23)

n
2

if a < (X - B)~

and

o r i R ^ n
i
+ n

9
a . (1-6) ^nlS+iin2

S) = 1^1 . -l—l (24)

> n
2

if a - (X - B)^-

Suppose now that n.. =—- , n. = 30e , and X = =-
, where e is the base of

the natural logarithm. Then it is easy to draw the trade-off curve for the

society between 3 and a , representing equations (23) and (24), as in Figure 2.



a

20/i

(l + 3e)/i

I0(l + 3e)/i(29-3e)

]0_

9i

29-3e

FIGURE 2
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n
2

Above the line a = (X - 8)-— , equation (24) is valid, while under the

same line equation (23) is valid. When the government reduces the value of

6 to increase equality, this serves to increase a as long as individuals

with ability n„ stay at home. After 8 is reduced to a value lower than

(19 - 3e)/ (29 - 3e), all the skilled labor emigrates and the society can

only enjoy the product of individuals with ability n. . Therefore the govern-

ment should choose the value of 6 equal to (19 - 3e) / (29 - 3e) in this

15
second-best situation.

IV: Optimal Policy Mix With Foreign Education

Finally, we extend the analysis of Section II to the case where educa-

tion is undertaken abroad. For simplicity, we assume that those who study

abroad will also work abroad and that the choice to emigrate therefore arises

before education is undertaken at all. The three alternatives open to an in-

dividual now are therefore: (i) study at home and work at home; (ii) study at

home and work abroad; and (iii) study abroad and work abroad.

The choice between the first two alternatives was discussed thoroughly

in Section II. There we saw that the policy combination of

G - <x(l - e"
iR

)

for non-emigrants

Perhaps the artificial nature of this example may indicate the robustness of

the proceduse of reducing 8 to zero in normal situations. For, in this ex-
ample, n„ is much larger than n. . And, since X < 1, the Pareto-optimal
situation is where emigration is not existent. The tax to implement equality
induces the brain drain in this example.
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and

a

6* B -»

a(l - e )

1-6*1,
* « a -| ;—p ? for emigrants with domestic education

permitted the attainment of both the optimal lengths of education and the

optimal decision whether or not to migrate, while also leading to "almost"

total equity. Therefore we have now to consider only the choice between (iii)

and one of (i) or (ii), because the choice between (i) and (ii) can be ad-

justed optimally.

Recall then that we denote by g*(n, S*) the. earnings (net of taxes by

foreign governments) of the emigrants who have studied abroad for length S*.

The socially optimal condition for the choice of the length of S* is readily

given by:

Ae"
1S

*(-ig* + g* ) = (25)

where A = A(R)
1 - e

-iR

Now, denote the subsidy for foreign education by the home country as G* ,

and the income schedule for foreign incomes as a** + $**g* . Then the in-

dividual choice for the length of education abroad is given by

-iS*
Ae"

1S
{-i(a** + B**g*) +3**g*

s*}
+ G*e

In order to reconcile (26) with (25), we then need to have:

= (26)

-1R
G* = a**(l - e ) (27)
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Next, let us consider the total condition relating to the decision to

study and work abroad, as between choices (i) and (ill). The socially opti-

mal criterion for this decision to study and work abroad is:

/
S*+R
S*

g*e
-it

dt - C -/ S+R -it...

s
fe dt

where C is the cost of going abroad. On the other hand, the po-
o

tential emigrants are considering, given the linear tax on foreign incomes:

I\ Js* (CX** + 6 **S*> e dt " C
o
+ Jo C'**e dt

-[/S+R
(a + 6f)e-

it
dt + /Jce-^dt

A(a** + B**g*e~
iS*) - C A (a + 3fe~

1S
)

after substituting (27) and (4) . F. can be further transformed to

r

B**
-IS*

Ae
lb

- C. - BAe
iS

f \ +

\.

Aa** + (1 - 3) cn ' - Aa

Now, choose a** and B** to satisfy the following conditions:

(1 - B)c
o

a** = a - r

—

'— (28)

B** (29)

and we reconcile the socially optimal and the individual decisions on the choice

to study and work abroad, the former depending on T_ and the latter on T_ .

Therefore, by choosing a , a* and a** to satisfy (9) and (28), while

equating B , B* and 8** , we can simultaneously make individuals choose the

optimal lengths of education and also decide optimally among the three alterna-
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16
tives (i) , (ii) and (iii) distinguished above. We can therefore state the

following proposition:

Proposition II :

By a suitable choice of the different intercepts of the domestic income

tax on domestic and on foreign incomes for those educated at home and those

educated abroad, and by equating the marginal rates of the three tax schedules

and letting them approach unity, a national economy can attain the virtually

first-best solution: Pareto-efficiency with "almost" total equality of income

at home and abroad.

Note further that, since we are specifying only the relative magnitudes between
a , a* and a**, we still have a degree of freedom to decide their absolute values.
The absolute value would be determined, of course, by the budget constraint of
the government

.

Putting B's equal to zero is, of course, the same as making the marginal
tax rates unity.
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